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What I will cover

Feature Ownership

How different teams manage different 
scopes

Resuability

How we should build thinking about 
scaling and resuability

Design Systems 

How the design team should be 
responsible for our design

Thinking Components first 

How we should focus on more than one 
possible end product
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Dad
Carpenter
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Me
Developer



What’s the Solution?What’s the Problem?



Made to Measure

Not Sacalble

Not Reusable

Not made with Components
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What’s the Problem?

Made to Measure

Not Scalable

Not Reusable

Not made with Components

What’s the Problem?



What’s the Solution?What’s the Solution?





Made to Measure

Not Sacalble

Not Reusable

Not made with Components
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What’s the Problem?

Not thinking towards one end product

Scalable

Reusable

Thinking in Components

What’s the Solution?



What’s the Solution?What exactly is a

Component?



A part of a larger whole

a piece

a bit

an element

a unit
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What exactly is a Component?







Note

A Component is
not just a React / Vue / Angular / Svelte 
component. 



A component can be UI primative, 
services, micro frontends, backend 
services, middlewares, sdks, serverless 
functions, apps........
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What’s the Solution?Why should Teams 

own Features?



Helps build mastery and allows autonomy

Communication via APIs

Separation of concerns

Build together but stay independant
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Why should Teams own Features?







What’s the Solution?Why should Components

be Reusable?



Reduce duplicated code

Easier maintenance

Faster development

Sharing is caring
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Why should Components be Reusable?







What’s the Solution?Why should Components

be Themable?



Easier to reuse

One component many options

Easily change branding

Support multiple themes: 
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Why should Components be Themable?

dark / light / high-contrast / multiple brands
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What’s the Solution?How do we discover

Components?



Sharing components to the cloud

Naming our components correctly

Organising our components 

Labeling our components
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How do we discover Components?







What’s the Solution?
How do we improve


consumer’s

Dev Experience?



Thinking about how the component will be used

Documenting our components

Creating compositions

Tests as a documentation feature
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How do we imporve consumer’s dev experience?

Live component playground
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What’s the Solution?How should we reuse

Components?



Think about components as services

Integrate components together to form concrete components

Share those concrete components for other teams

By not reinventing the wheel
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How should we reuse Components?









What’s the Solution?How do we Trust

our Components?



By creating tests

Making the tests easily available

Simulations

Dependent testing
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How do we trust our Components?







What’s the Solution?
How do we think about


Component

Composition?



Props

State

Route

Styling
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How do we think about Component Composition?







What’s the Solution?Why Should we think in

Components?



To build scalable products

Reuse components across various projects

Deliver faster in the long term

Because we want to develop in Harmony
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Why should we think in Components?







What’s the Solution?Welcome to Bit

Harmony



What’s the Solution?Share Components

across Apps





What’s the Solution?
Share Frontend,


Backend and Modules

with Bit
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Are you ready for it?
Lets start building with Bit



What’s the Solution?https://bit.dev



youtube.com/c/DebbieOBrien
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Debbie O’Brien

Thank you


